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Deposits of future, 2015
kara lynch
In conversation with Peggy Piesche

Deposits of future
kitchen table digital diaspora collective
kara lynch / Peggy Piesche
Performance & Installation, 2015
kitchen table digital diaspora collective‘s installation uses Iwalewahaus’ architectural beginnings as a bank building to carve out
the interdependencies of BlackFuture imaginations and ‘deposits of knowledge’. As in everyday life, access to knowledge is an
issue of power-relations. In order to retrieve this interred cache,
visitors to the vault exert themselves as they descend the stairs,
pass through the gates, and unearth the keys to the archive. The
safe, this strange cube at the margins of the exhibition space,
makes this also tangible: It embodies the double function of
a ‘safe space’: protected and protecting. The artwork plays on
these notions, and foregrounds future as a ‘deposit’ which can
be activated, and thereby is able to empower certain collectivities. “Because”, as Peggy Piesche puts it in the contextualization
of this project, “in the collective experience of African/ Diasporic
histories and futures we live our theories, work and praxis not as
some distant dream, but as something that can and will happen,
that is happening right now.”

The Archivist‘s Vault : ‘voices from the
bottom of the well‘
Artist Statement by kara lynch

The Archivist‘s Vault : ‘voices from the bottom of the well,’ proposes a crossroads of stories and rituals to meditate upon the
beauty and terror of the Black experience. This site-specific piece
is a collaboration that runs parallel to Invisible, a long-form audio/
video project developed by artist kara lynch, which asks the question: what if the transatlantic slave trade never happened? This
project revels in the underground digging up European colonial
ventures and begins an accounting of these currencies in the 21st
century, and breathes life into the silences of the archive, in the
aftermath of transatlantic slavery.

The Archivist - one of lynch’s conceptual figures to guide us in
pursuit of this question - excavates the vault. She dusts off and
catalogs each relic. Inspired by the complex relationship between
medieval, colonial, and contemporary histories and questions of
national and regional identity circulating in Bayreuth, she culls
several discreet records from this vast inventory. The video projection loops continually down onto sugar and sets our orientation.
Each drawer offers a hidden treasure. The space of the safe/vault
is a void, one of safe-keeping, and of secrets. This project responds to the site by exploiting its underground location, repurposes its keys and drawers to create a time capsule of im/possible
présent-future/past meetings? The Kongo Cosmogram - symbol
of passage and communication between time/spaces - provides
a template for viewing these audiovisual records of an afro-future
past. ‘Voices from the Bottom of the Well’ transposes the journey
of migrants from South to North onto that of the Kongo Cosmogram – initiates move from death/unborn South through ‘becoming’ East to ‘adulthood’ North. This project pulls from the potential of the void space of the underworld and the black imagination
and collective memory that emerges from ‘the hold.’ The visions of
a ‘new world’ that surface reckon survival for Black folks in Diaspora.
These spaces open possibilities of intersectional storytelling and
– at the same time – produce texts, palimpsests, and (digital) narratives where our collective beings shine through. They are narrating histories out of a collective memory, countering a hegemonic
norm of history writing. By literary walking through the safe we
aim to facilitate discussions and debates that recognize the value
of different forms of knowledge production and epistemologies,
the relationship between form and content, and the significance
of facilitating spaces of engagement. This may open a way of actualizing our futures where we negotiate and subvert conceptions
of history and develop African Diaspora conceptions of time and
history, making a radically different future easier to imagine.

Deposits of the Future through Times and
Spaces: African/Diasporic Safe Knowledge
Peggy Piesche
„[I]t it is our visions which sustain us. Do not neglect nor shortchange them. Do not treat your dreams lightly. They point the way
toward a future made possible by our belief in them and our labors
in their name, which is also ours. There is a world in which we all
wish to live. That world is not attained lightly. We call it future.“
--Audre Lorde, I Am Your Sister.
My ideas are drawn from my work on digital Diasporic spaces,
which mostly is theoretical and discursive. I work a lot with images, which I see as a carrier of collective knowledge translated
into (a) different language/s to travel and re/connect with agents
who weren’t present at the particularly moment. The translation
part is multi complex, because it is drawing from and feeding into
a constantly growing archive of collective knowledge. This body of
symbols, codes and references, spread and re/negotiated through
different media, academic and art representations such as music,
sound, pictures (in contrast to ‘images’), poetry, biographies, and
various genres of fiction create/d a net of texts.
I like to think of this archive as a map of our connected Diasporic
experience, which probably manifests itself the best now in the
digital representation1. The archive of knowledge is passed on
through generations of African/Diasporic people through times
but also through geographic spaces, enlarging this map, which
itself became part of the archive. As ways and modes of transfer
may vary and academic scholarship usually just peaks into small
‘spaces’ of it looking for aspects relatable to their disciplinary

embedded subject-matter, I believe that it is such an archive of
knowledge where our key concepts i.e. future – and with that
history and present –, time and, narration are informed by and re/
negotiated through.
Especially Western academic scholarship might not always find
their research connected to this notion. The dynamics developing
from such disconnect are embedded in all every research results.
Questions like, who’s story is been told?, Which story is not been
told?, do have a larger impact then just being references to the
power of contribution. They rather go to the heart of that what is
not communicated, what is held back. It is in this context that the
assertion that one is silent toward a certain mode of knowledge
production is a valid (intellectual) intervention.
This silence manifests itself in manifold ways and is highly consequential to everybody’s work. While most white scholars are not
actively aware of it, it does mirror itself in their work as the void I
discussed earlier. A work of void/s that will be passed on by citations and transformations as pioneering. It can be argued that the
politics of knowledge (-production) are nowhere else so urgently

present as in the left-out traces of lived realities of the other. But,
while silence in all cases contains a certain kind of transgression, it can be read as a paradoxical performance, as a realm of the
subversive. In any case that which often finds its way as a ‘void’ in
normative research can be seen as a trace of resistance, a rupture
within, so to speak. The silence of a self-authorized (collective)
subject contains both, critique and crisis. Empirical research
with/in an arguably very small pool of ‘informants’ often lives from
human networks that scholars are able to built. Those human
networks aren’t necessarily able to translate or even be part of
the collective experience behind the ‘void.’ To understand that the
question, Whose story is being told?, is not just a variant of the
question, Who can speak?, but points to the danger of a normalizing academic discourse where that which is being told is that
which can be made intelligible and comprehensible to a certain
knowledge is here ultimately important. Furthermore, assuming
that all experiences can be analyzed by everybody ultimately
leads to appropriations of collective experiences (see above). Chimamanda Adichie2 already warned us how entangled histories can
nonetheless present parallel lives.
As the past has to become present or better, a piece of the present in order to become history and as with access to the past
comes access to the future, there is a lot at stake for African/
Diasporic perspectives in the endeavor of re/searching African/
Diasporic futures3. I do understand my work also in and as a response to a tendency of the commoditization of such ‘African futures’, which do use or operate on commodifying representations
of Blackness in general. It is in this context that I first experienced
kara lych’s work on Black imagination, time and spaces. Her speculative installation work is based on and embedded in many of
the archival connections of collective memory. It speaks to me in
a way that combines theory and artistic practice. As kara’s work is
investigating notions of space in and through time/s I was trying
to connect the idea of using an existing safe in the place of the
exhibition (Iwalewahaus) as a safe space and a space that manifests voids, and exclusion at the same time. As we all work on new
knowledge productions in the field of future conceptualizations

in Africa and its Diaspora our work ultimately also paves the way
for future past-memories. Thus our works, now here communicated (and translated) to a broader public point first and foremost
to different imaginations and envisionings of the future. However,
the value of multiple and even contested perspectives of Future
Africa lies also in a disclosure of strategies of engagement and
processes of this future past-memory-production. As memories
are constructed so might be also our futures. This may open a
way of actualizing our futures – as Audre Lorde once suggested –,
where we negotiate and subvert conceptions of history and develop different conceptions of time and history, making a radically
different future easier to imagine.
The very space of a walk-in safe can not only symbolize this but
also make it physically tangible. Although the space itself is visible as there is a little room on the level of the main exhibition that
lead to the stairs to get down to the safe, visitors do need some
hints, symbols and codes of motivation to get stimulated to explore this space on the margin. This speaks directly to the selective
processes we executing everyday to ‘go’ or search for something
or not: the ‘choice‘ behind searching for knowledge will so be more
physically tangible and the void of not doing so hopefully also be
emotionally more accessible. This space – as a walk-in safe – will
demonstrate both the physical and intellectual consequences of
knowledge on the margin, a knowledge (and by that, a history and
future) that is – literary – left in the basement as well as the very
fact that these spaces are always shaped and developed as safe
spaces for African/Diasporic lives and stories.
Because in the collective experience of African/ Diasporic histories and futures we live our theories, work and praxis not as some
distant dream, but as something that can and will happen, that is
happening right now. We should here look to and borrow from the
discussions on the African continent, which right now are reclaiming these Futures. As Achille Mbembe pointed out:

Image on opposite page: Bank safe in Iwalewahaus, mirrored.

“So we wanted to recapture that category of the future and see
to what extent it could be remobilized in the attempt at critiquing
the present, and reopening up a space not only for imagination,
but also for the politics of possibility.”4
Written by Peggy Piesche
1 Like in blogs, social media, twitter, petitions etc.
2 See Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie’s Danger of a Single Story
3 In order to specify the particular use of ‘future’ I use different markers for the time of
‘future’ vs. the concept of ‘future’. As I believe that scholarship on conceptualizations of
‘future’ always negotiating something, which varies fundamentally from the position of
different perspectives, our shared research interest in the Academy of Advanced African
Studies as presented here in this exhibition needs to mark its own position. To demonstrate that our core notion is always already a construction and to emphasize the necessity of positionality, ‘future’ as a concept will always be in italic.
4 In: “Africa and the Future: An Interview with Achille Mbembe”, November 20, 2013,
http://africasacountry.com/2013/11/africa-and-the-future-an-interview-with-achillembembe/

kara lynch
kara lynch is a time-based artist living en exilio in Brooklyn,
NY. Born in the auspicious year
of 1968. Ambivalent towards hyper-visual culture, she is curious
about duration, embodiment, and
aural experience ; and through
collective practice and social intervention lynch explores aesthetic/political relationships between time + space. Her work
is vigilantly raced, classed, and gendered - Black, queer and
feminist. kara is a member of Interdiciplinario, La Linea, a feminist artist collective on the Tijuana/San Ysidro border. She
completed her MFA in Visual Arts at UCSD, a Permaculture Design Certification from the Center for Bioregional Living, and
and has been a research fellow in the African and African Diaspora Studies Department, University of Texas, Austin and the
Academy for Advanced African Studies at Bayreuth University
in Germany. She currently earns a living as an Associate Professor of Video and Critical Studies at Hampshire College in
Amhest, MA.
Major projects include: “Invisible“ - an episodic, speculative
installation and performance project; “Mouhawala Oula“ - a
trio performance for oriental dance, live video and saxophone,
“Black Russians“ - a feature-length documentary; and “The
Outing“ - a video travelogue. Awards for her video and performance work include iFilms and PlanetOut and Individual artist
grants from Lila Wallace, NYFA, NYSCA, Paul Robeson Foundation, and Franklin Furnace. She has participated in various
artist residencies: Arts International Residency in Moscow; the
Banff Centre for the Arts; el Laboratorio Fronterizo de Escritores/Writing Lab on the Border; and the Civitella Ranieri Center
in Italy. She is published in XCP Streetnotes, Ulbandus Review,

BFM, contributed audio to Cabinet Magazine, video to PocketMyths, and drawings/writings to the Encyclopedia Project v.II
F-K. lynch is currently co-editing the forthcoming anthology:
We Travelled the Spaceways - Black Imagination, Fragments
and Diffractions.

Peggy
Piesche
Peggy Piesche is a Literary and
Cultural Studies scholar who’s
work is centered on Black European Studies. At the Bayreuth
University she is currently working in the Academy for Advanced African Studies. Her book-length research project there,
“Concepts of Future in MediaSpaces” is exploring how Diaspora is negotiated through notions of race and digitalized collective identities. Her book publications include “AufBrüche.
Kulturelle Produktionen von Migrantinnen, Schwarzen und jüdischen Frauen in Deutschland“ (Ulrike Helmer Verlag, 1999),
“May-Ayim-Award: Erster Internationaler Schwarzer deutscher Literaturpreis“ (Orlanda Verlag, 2004), “Mythen, Masken
und Subjekte. Kritische Weißseinsforschung in Deutschland“
(Unrast Verlag, 2005 and 2009), “Euer Schweigen schützt euch

nicht.” Audre Lorde und die Schwarze Frauenbewegung in
Deutschland (Orlanda Verlag, 2012).
Piesche’s areas of research and teaching include Critical Race
and Whiteness Studies, Black Feminist Studies, Diaspora and
Translocality, and the Performativity of Memory cultures (Spatiality and Coloniality of Memories). Articles on these subjects
appeared in several journals and edited volumes. Peggy Piesche is also an activist member of ADEFRA (Black Women in
Germany) and the Black community in Germany.

“Power can be invisible, it can be fantastic,
it can be dull and routine. It can be obvious,
it can reach you by baton of the police, it can
speak the language of your thoughts and desires. It can feel like remote control, it can exhilarate like liberation, it can travel through time,
and it can drown you in the present. It is dense
and superficial, it can cause you bodily injury,
and it can harm you without seeming ever to
touch you. It is systematic and it is particularistic and it is often both at the same time. It
causes dreams to live and dreams to die. We
can and must call it by recognizable names,
but so too we need to remember that power
arrives in forms that can range from blatant
white supremacy and state terror to ‘furniture
without memories’.”
- Gordon, Avery, Ghostly Matters, Haunting and the
Sociological Imagination (Minneapolis: University of
Minnesota Press, 1997. p. 1).

Quotation cited by kara lynch in an interview with Storm Janse van Rensburg: In: Siegert/
Van Rensburg: GhostBusters II (Haunted by Heroes), show Delio Jasse and kara lynch
at Savvy Contemporary, Berlin in August/September 2013, curated by Siegert and van
Rensburg.

